
The end of white privilege?



Start reading now – it’s long!



Collapsology





https://www.lifeworth.com/deepadaptation.pdf





The crisis of a white, 
professional-
managerial middle 
class experience 
decreasing class/status 
power…



Every apocalyptic 
narrative is equally a 
post-apocalyptic 
narrative (and vice-
versa)



Every apoc/postapoc narrative is 
fundamentally a tale about a crisis of 
social reproduction (of class relations 
registered through sex/gender; race-
ethnicity; normality/deviancy; 
civilization/”barbarism”

Citizen subject vs. social death of 
consignment to status of object



Every apoc/postapoc narrative may use 
“the real” events of 
ecological/epidemiological/energy 
regime collapse to convey crisis of 
capitalist class relations of exploitation 
and extraction, but…



all apocalyptic crises/catalysts 
are socially/politically 
determined more than they 
are “merely evidentiary.”



Leaving the World Behind:
Represents crisis as threat 
to nuclear family; 
motherhood (as 
“innocent” domain of 
privilege w/o patriarchal 
profiteering,



and “irrational” quasi-
apocalyptic event.





The Freudian primal scene:
the child sees “castrated 
mom” and entry into 
sex/gender structure



The Lacanian mirror scene:
the child sees reflection trying to 
stand up and falls

Entry into language

(earlier metaphor- highway driving



Alam-ian scene:

“home invasion” perceived by whites

becomes realization of racialized class
decline.



Clay and Amanda realize that the 
Washingtons are wealthier, higher 
status networks (Dalton), and 
“better” inheritors of Eurocentric 
classical inheritance.



Clay and Amanda are not as wealthy as 
they believe they should be, but

Cocoon themselves in 

eroticized brand consumption
Assumed to lead to ”safe spaces”
[car/private residence]



Yet, there are not the 
inheritors/owners of power, they are 
only “renting” it – their time is over.

They reside in “safety” of 
purchasing/internet, but they’re the
“dead on holiday.”



What if the nation’s “better” founder 
was not 
George Washington, slave-owner, but 

George Washington, descendent of 
slaves?



Not “fear of Black Planet” 
(violent upheaval), so much as

“white extinction” made safe to 
express as unarticulated “event,”
weird noise (cracking the glass 
[ceiling], and zombie mass of animals



Alam represents apocalypse of a 
world lft behind in blank, creepy 
prose to ease the viewer into 
consideration of social change.



What if generational/social 
reproduction “white hope” (Archie) 
had to experience the social death of 
not being able to be the first to 
express himself (loss of teeth) as 
hisotircally has been the experience 
of BIPOC/BAME?



Chart out responses

Contractor – (MAGA) gun up/isolate

Rose – take over someone else’s home 
(settler imperialism – emptiness must 
mean free to take over, cf. Severance)



Comparison/contrast:

Severance (individual)

LtWB - ”imperial nostalgia” of right to 
consume and nuclear family.



What is message to (different kinds of) 
Readers?

Discuss.


